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has a strong effect on Sm 3þ and induces a specific heat anomaly at low temperature, due to splitting of Sm 3þ ground state doublets in the exchange field, crystal field, and external magnetic field. 12 Systematic study of single crystal PrMnO 3 and NdMnO 3 has also indicated that the isotropic and anisotropic exchange fields play a critical role in determining the splitting of rare earth ground states. The Pr 3þ ground state splitting is dominated by the crystal field due to the absence of a ferromagnetic component, while the Nd 3þ ground state splitting is dominated by the exchange field. 13 Therefore, the low temperature behaviour of magnetic rare earth ions is strongly dependent on the exchange field. At the same time, the exchange field and the crystal field may compete or cooperate with each other. To elucidate this complex behaviour, we studied the specific heat in the Nd 1Àx Er x MnO 3 system. Considering that the Er 3þ ion size is a little smaller than that of Nd 3þ , the crystal field could be modified slightly by Er 3þ doping. In addition, our previous work 14 shows that the interaction between Nd 3þ and Mn 3þ is significantly disturbed by Er 3þ doping, and the canted angle of Mn 3þ antiferromagnetic ordering is also consequently modified, which indicates variation in the exchange field. In this case, this is an ideal system to study the relationship between the crystal field and the exchange field. The specific heat study in this system will help to understand the low temperature behaviour of magnetic rare earth ions in other similar systems.
Polycrystalline samples of Nd 1Àx Er x MnO 3 (x ¼ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.33, 0.5) were made by the traditional solid state reaction method with Nd 2 O 3 (99.9%), Er 2 O 3 (99.9%), and MnCO 3 (99.9%) powder bought from Sigma-Aldrich. Stoichiometric amounts of raw oxide powder were weighed carefully and mixed in an agate mortar, followed by pressing into pellets 15 mm in diameter at 20 MPa. Samples were calcined at 950 C for 10 h and sintered at 1450 C for 48 h. The specific heat was measured using the thermal relaxation technique with a 14 T physical properties measurement system (PPMS).
Specific heat measurements were conducted from 2 K to certain temperatures above the magnetic transition temperature. The temperature dependence of Cp/T for samples with x 0.5 is presented in Figure 1 . The peak at higher temperature is assigned to the AFM ordering of Mn 3þ . To calculate the magnetic contribution to the antiferromagnetic transition, a third order polynomial background is subtracted from the experimental data to exclude the contribution from phonons and electrons. A fitting example is presented in Figure 2 (a) for the sample with x ¼ 0, and the residual magnetic contributions of all samples are shown in Figure 2 (b). It is obvious that the specific heat peaks shift to lower temperature when x increases, which is the result of an enhanced Jahn-Teller effect. 15 The magnetic entropy of magnetic ordering is shown in Figure 2 
The magnetic entropy decreases slightly when x varies from 0 to 0.2 to 0.33. The sample with x ¼ 0.1 has the biggest magnetic entropy compared with the others, which is in accordance with the significantly different bond length and bond angle in the sample with x ¼ 0. the low temperature shoulders of the specific heat are both supposed to be related to the Schottky anomaly. According to the specific heat study on Nd 0.67 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 , the entropy from the Schottky anomaly is only $85% of the expected entropy of normal Nd 3þ ordering, suggesting an effective molecular-field mechanism because of the much stronger Nd 3þ -Mn 3þ interaction compared to the Nd 3þ -Nd 3þ interaction. 19 On the other hand, in ErMnO 3 and YMnO 3 , the small shoulder peaks at low temperature are also only attributed to the intrinsic Mn 3þ ordering, but they are modified by the interaction between Er 3þ /Y 3þ and Mn 3þ to some extent. 20 Hence, it is reasonable to assign the peaks of specific heat at low temperature mainly to the Schottky anomaly in Nd 1 À x Er x MnO 3 . At the same time, there is also a magnetic contribution from Mn 3þ ordering. To clarify the contribution from the Schottky anomaly and magnetic ordering, specific heat fitting was carried out. Generally, the total specific heat is made up of four distinct contributions: lattice, electron, hyperfine, and magnetic ordering, which can be described as below:
The lattice contribution can be written as
. In most cases, the contribution of b 5 T 5 is not considered, as it is too small. For a typical antiferromagnetic insulating material, the conductive electron contribution, C elec ¼ cT, can be ignored. 12 Likewise, the hyperfine contribution, C hyp ¼ a/T 2 , is very small above 2 K and can also be ignored. 19 LaMnO 3 is known as a typical A-type antiferromagnet, and the spin wave excitations could lead to an extra contribution to specific heat and give a T 2 term. 21 The contribution can also be understood to originate from the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. 22 According to the report of Woodfield et al., an A-type antiferromagnetic spin wave excitation will contributed to specific heat in the form of
/DpDz, where DpDz is the spin wave stiffness coefficient. 21 In our study, this T 2 term contribution should be considered because Nd 1 À x Er x MnO 3 is also an A-type antiferromagnetic system. Therefore, the specific heat can be written in a simple way
Considering the Schottky anomaly at low temperature, the final specific heat should be in the form of
The Schottky anomaly comes from the ground state splitting of the rare earth ions Nd 3þ and/or Er 3þ , and the corresponding specific heat contribution follows the expression:
where R is the ideal gas constant, E is the splitting energy of ground state doublets, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 3 presents the fitting results of representative samples with x ¼ 0 and 0.2. The fitting results of other three samples are given in the supplementary material. 23 The fitting curves well match the experimental data, which is indicative of good fitting quality. It is found that the lattice and spin wave dominate the contributions to the specific heat at relatively higher temperatures. However, the Schottky anomaly plays a more important role at low temperature, especially below 15 K. The Nd 3þ ground state splitting of the sample with x ¼ 0 is found to be 27.8 k B , which is close to the Nd 3þ ground state splitting energy of 27.15 k B in powder NdCrO 3 . 24 However, this splitting is bigger than that found in single crystal NdMnO 3 , in which the splitting is about 20 k B . 13, 25 The difference is probably due to the size effect, which has also been observed in Yb 2 Figure 4 (a), where it shows nonlinear behaviour. It is clear that the splitting energies are reduced after doping. We tentatively use a parabolic profile to fit the splitting energy curve, except for the data point of the sample with x ¼ 0.1 in Figure 4 (a), and get an empirical formula
After doping with Er 3þ , the static Jahn-Teller distortion becomes stronger, which could induce enhancement of the crystal field, except in the case of x ¼ 0.1. Meanwhile, the interaction between the Nd 3þ and the Mn 3þ ions is significantly disturbed, and the exchange field is consequently reduced. Accordingly, the Nd 3þ ground state splitting energy decreases. This is primarily due to the reduced exchange field, which still plays a dominating role, rather than the enhanced crystal field. As the Er 3þ doping rate x increases to 0.5, the enhanced crystal field exceeds the exchange field and induces a higher Nd 3þ ground state splitting energy. Therefore, the competition between the exchange field and the crystal field determines the nonlinear doping rate dependence of the Nd 3þ ground state splitting energy. For the sample with x ¼ 0.1, however, the enhanced ferromagnetic component of the Mn 3þ sublattice, corresponding to an enhanced exchange field, fails to induce stronger Nd 3þ ground state doublet splitting. This anomalous splitting possibly stems from the significant lattice change compared with x ¼ 0.2 and 0.33, 14 which further confirms the competition between the crystal field and the exchange field.
As for Er 3þ , the ground state doublet splitting energies shown as E 2 in Figure 4 (b) are all quite close, around 10 k B . A tentative linear relation can be found
Considering the competition between the exchange field and the crystal field found at the Nd 3þ sites and assuming that a very similar crystal field applies to the Er 3þ sites, this linear behaviour is then mainly dominated by a possible linear change in the crystal field rather than the exchange field. In this case, the interaction between Er 3þ and Mn 3þ should be much weaker compared with that between Nd 3þ and Mn 3þ . The spin wave stiffness coefficients at low temperature were also obtained and the results are presented in Figure  4 (c). Apart from the sample with x ¼ 0.1, the spin wave contributions of the other four samples follow a linear dependence on the doping rate with a negative slope. This behaviour can be fitted by an empirical formula
The weakening behaviour of the spin wave coefficient with increasing Er 3þ doping is due to the weaker antiferromagnetic interaction of the Mn 3þ sublattice, which is consistent with the decreasing transition temperatures confirmed by the results given in Figures 1 and 2(b) . In addition, the weakening behaviour of the spin wave coefficient is also in line with the weaker ground state doublet splitting of Nd 3þ . The anomaly in the spin wave stiffness coefficient for the sample with x ¼ 0.1 is probably due to an enhanced ferromagnetic component induced by the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. This anomaly is also the consequent result of the anomaly found in the magnetic entropy at x ¼ 0.1 as shown in Figure 2(c) .
In summary, the specific heat of the Er 3þ doped rare earth manganate NdMnO 3 has been systematically studied. There are two clear bumps in the temperature dependence of the specific heat: One is associated with the antiferromagnetic transition of the Mn 3þ sublattice, and the other is due to the Schottky anomaly because of the Nd 3þ /Er 3þ ground state doublet splitting. The Nd 3þ ground state splitting energies show a nonlinear dependence on the doping rate. Both the molecular exchange field and the variations in the crystal field are responsible for the ground state doublet splitting, and their competition effect decides the nonlinear behaviour of the doping rate dependent Nd 3þ ground state splitting. The Er 3þ ground state splitting energy is linearly dependent on the doping rate, which is due to the dominance of the crystal field over the exchange field. The spin wave stiffness coefficient can be well fitted by a linear profile with a negative slope, except for the case of x ¼ 0.1. These results provide a quasi-quantitative analysis to determine the relationship between the crystal field and the exchange field, and its effect on magnetic rare earth ions.
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